THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR ARMENIAN STUDIES AND RESEARCH (NAASR) AND THE ARARAT-ESKIJIAN MUSEUM

PRESENT A WEBINAR

‘Desert Kites’: Mysterious Prehistoric Structures in Armenia

with

Mariam Shakhmuradyan

Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography, National Academy of Sciences of Armenia

Saturday, November 20, 2021, at 12:00 p.m. (ET) / 9:00 a.m. (PT)

LIVE ON ZOOM (REGISTRATION REQUIRED) AND YOUTUBE

“Desert kites” are large-scale stone structures of different forms, discovered in the Middle East and Central Asia, as well as in Armenia. They usually consist of two long rows of stones, several kilometers long, of an enclosure that can reach several dozen acres. The enclosure can have various forms: some are geometric while others resemble more complex shapes (including, most notably, a child’s kite).

Although kites have been studied by many scientific research centers around the world for nearly a century, their function and the place and time of their origin remain a mystery to archaeology. The fact that there are more than five thousand of them in the world, that a lot of effort has been put on their construction, indicates their significance, and thus a whole page of the history of the ancient world remains undiscovered. Armenian kites yield great potential to shed light on these mysterious structures due to their high level of preservation and rich archaeological environment.

Mariam Shakhmuradyan graduated from Yerevan State University with a BA in History and Theory of Armenian Art and went on to receive an MA and PhD in Archaeology. She has worked at the Department of Early Archaeology at the Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography of the National Academy of Sciences of Armenia as a junior researcher. She was the recipient of a grant in 2021 from NAASR and the Knights of Vartan Fund for Armenian Studies in support of her ongoing research on desert kites in Armenia.

Zoom Registration Link: https://bit.ly/NAASRKites

NAASR YouTube Channel Link: https://www.youtube.com/c/ArmenianStudies

This program is made possible through the generous support of the Dadourian Foundation.